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Experience		 		 		 	TA	states	
how	long	
they	have	
been	
teaching	
	 98	
Page2L
ine	#5	
I	taught	there	 TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Experience		 	TA	has	had	
previous	
teaching	
experience		
	TA	did	
not	say	
how	long	
at	the	
previous	
place	
they	
taught		
	This	is	
probably	a	
good	lens	
to	view	
most	of	
their	
comments	
through	
Page2L
ine	#8	
I	think	it	
depends	
pretty	much	
solely	on	the	
lab	
coordinator	
and	how	
organized	
and	how	long	
they've	been	
there,	and	
that	sort	of	
thing	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Experience		 	TA	is	
describing	
the	
differences	in	
the	places	
they	have	
taught		
	they	are	
not	
describin
g	their	
teaching	
experienc
es		
	I	thought	
this	
showed	
that	
through	
experience	
they	can	
tell	the	
difference	
in	
leadership	
style	
Page4L
ine	#3	
I've	been	
teaching	
formally	and	
non-formally	
for	five	years	
now.	From	
internships	to	
my	job	in	
between	my	
degrees	and	
now.	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Experience		 	TA	states	
how	long	
they	have	
been	
teaching	
	 	
Page2L
ine	#3	
This	is	my	
second.	I	
taught	in	the	
fall,	and	now	
in	the	spring	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Experience		 	TA	states	
how	long	
they	have	
been	
teaching		
		 	I	would	
say	this	
isn’t	too	
long	at	the	
time	of	the	
interview	
they	
hadn’t	
completed	
two	
semesters	
	 99	
Page2L
ine	#8	
so	its	only	
been	two	
years	since	
I've	taken	it.	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Experience		 	TA	took	the	
exact	same	
class	not	too	
long	ago		
		 	I	did	not	
know	
whether	to	
say	this	is	
experience	
or	like	a	
unique	
perspectiv
e	
Page5L
ine	
#15	
Because	I	
would	hope	
that	I	would	
be	more	on	
the	academic	
side	than	
social,	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Goals		 	TA	is	
explaining	
what	their	
ideal	class	
would	be	like		
	does	not	
imply	
social	
side	of	
class	is	
useless	
but	as	an	
instructor	
they	
hope	the	
class	is	
meeting	
the	
academic	
standards		
	this	states	
outright	
what	the	
TA	wants	
in	the	
culture	of	
their	class	
Page2L
ine	
#17	
I	can	
remember	
what	we	
would	do	
when	I	was	a	
student	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
immediacy	
(student	
mindset)		
	TA	is	so	close	
in	immediacy	
to	the	
student	
position	that	
they	use	their	
own	past	
experiences	
in	the	class	to	
help	guide	
their	teaching		
		
	reiterating	
their	
position	as	
in	tune	
with	
students	
based	on	
their	
current	
status	
	 100	
Page2L
ine	#4	
1101.	11-11.	
11-10,	or	11-
11	
TA
2	 pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Knowledge	
(lacking)		
	the	TA	is	not	
sure	what	the	
course	code	
they	are	
teaching		
	this	isn’t	
a	lack	of	
content	
knowledg
e	of	the	
course	
just	the	
course	
code		
	not	
necessarily	
a	bad	thing	
might	just	
be	a	result	
of	calling	
the	course	
by	name	
and	not	by	
code	
Page3L
ine	
#34	
I	would	hope	 TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
lack	of	
confidence		
	TA	states	a	
claim	but	
does	not	
have	
confidence	
the	event	is	
happening		
	is	not	a	
lack	of	
confidenc
e	in	
teaching	
but	
rather	
how	well	
they	are	
developin
g		
	the	TA	is	
referring	
to	how	
they	gain	
profession
al	
developme
nt	through	
a	mentor	
but	then	
remarks	
they	are	
not	sure	
how	well	
they	are	
doing	
Page4L
ine	
#13	
,	I	think	 TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
lack	of	
confidence		
	Right	after	
saying	
something	
profound	
about	
teaching	the	
TA	says	a	
phrase	of	lack	
of	confidence	
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Page4L
ine	
#29	
I	don't	know	 TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
lack	of	
confidence		
	TA	again	
follows	up	a	
profound	
statement	
with	a	phrase	
lacking	in	
confidence	
	 	
Page7L
ine	
#13	
If	you're	
doing	good	in	
the	class,	
you're	going	
to	hopefully	
consider	the	
class	is	a	
decent	class,	I	
guess.	I	don't	
know	
TA
4	 post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Lack	of	
confidence		
	TA	states	a	
pretty	novel	
corollary	but	
then	follows	
it	up	with	a	
statement	of	
non	
confidence		
	not	an	
indictmen
t	on	TA		
	this	was	
kind	of	
disappointi
ng	because	
this	TA	had	
novel	
ideas	
throughou
t	the	
whole	
interview	
and	spoke	
with	
confidence	
then	the	
last	thing	
they	say	is	
not	
confident	
Page3L
ine	
#18	
I	don't	know	 TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
lack	of	
confidence	
in	
developme
nt	
reflection		
	When	asked	
to	explain	a	
comment	the	
TA	just	says	I	
don’t	know		
	the	TA	
isn’t	
unsure	of	
all	things	
just	on	
the	
developm
ent	of	
teaching	
in	one	
aspect		
	TA	just	
responded	
to	a	
question	
by	saying	
they	don’t	
know	
	 102	
Page3L
ine	
#12	
I	don't	know	
TA
2	 pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
lack	of	
confidence	
in	new	
process		
	TA	made	a	
comment	
that	was	
profound	but	
then	followed	
it	up	with	a	
statement	of	
low	
confidence		
	the	TA	is	
not	
unconfide
nt	in	their	
teaching	
as	a	
whole		
	the	I	don’t	
know	
struck	me	
as	odd	or	
maybe	
negates	
the	
profound	
critical	
teaching	
statement	
said	
immediate
ly	before	
Page4L
ine	
#22	
.	I	don't	think	
I	have	a	less	
favorite	part,	
other	than	
when	I	get	
frustrated	
when	there's	
some	sort	of	
equipment	
malfunction	
and	that	
stops	the	lab	
and	the	
students	look	
up	at	me,	
looking	for	
me	for	advice	
saying,	"What	
do	I	do?"	And	
I	don't	know	
what	to	do	
because	that	
equipment	is	
not	working	
or	some	
computer	
program	isn't	
working	and	
so	I'm	just	
learning	how	
to	keep	my	
cool	and	stay	
calm	and	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
lack	of	
confidence	
in	progress	
in	
procedure		
	TA	restating	
they	do	not	
like	how	the	
tools	are	not	
always	
reliable		
		 	I’m	
starting	to	
get	the	
feeling	the	
most	
stress	from	
this	TA	
comes	as	a	
result	of	
the	tools	in	
the	lab	not	
working	
they	have	
stated	this	
several	
times	now	
	 103	
move	groups	
around	so	
that	at	least	
the	lab	gets	
done	
	 104	
Page2L
ine	
#34	
They're	
definitely	
useful	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Lack	of	
critical	
analysis	of	
PD		
		 		 	I	thought	
this	was	
kind	of	
odd	the	TA	
did	not	
really	
expound	
on	this	
thought	
and	it	
makes	me	
think	
maybe	
they	are	
not	giving	
any	critical	
thought	or	
reflection	
on	their	
teaching	
Page2L
ine	
#18	
because	I	was	
thrown	in	in	
my	master's	
and	wasn't	
really	given	
any	guidance,	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
leadership		 	The	TA	is	
talking	about	
the	lack	of	
leadership	
and	guidance	
they	had	
when	they	
first	started	
teaching		
	this	is	
not	
talking	
about	
their	own	
leadershi
p		
	I	thought	
this	was	a	
statement	
consistent	
with	some	
papers	on	
TA	
perspectiv
e	
Page4L
ine	#5	
,	even	like	
personal	
things	like	
what	classes	
to	take	
TA
4	 pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
mentoring		 	TA	is	
interested	in	
things	
beyond	just	
teaching	the	
content	
material		
		 	the	TA	is	
displaying	
an	action	
consistent	
with	
excellent	
teaching	
which	is	
going	
beyond	
the	regular	
duties	of	
content	
teaching	
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Page4L
ine	
#15	
and	so	it's	
been	kinda	
cool	that	I	got	
to	help	them	
in	that	way	
too	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
mentoring		 	TA	showing	
they	care	
about	the	
mentoring	
aspect	of	
teaching		
	not	
talking	
about	the	
process	
of	
mentorin
g		
	TA	has	
stated	on	
several	
occasions	
now	that	
they	enjoy	
the	
mentoring	
aspect	of	
teaching	
Page4L
ine	#5	
what	
professors	to	
take	and	
stuff,	'cause	
all	these,	
most	of	these	
students	are	
biology	
majors	
TA
4	
pre	
Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
mentoring		 	this	is	really	
a	
continuation	
from	the	
previous	
statement	on	
mentoring	
	 	
Page3L
ine	#2	
I	like	it,	
mostly	
because	Dr.	
Kosinski	
makes	it	so	
easy	for	the	
TAs	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Mentorship		 	TA	states	
having	a	
strong	leader	
and	mentor	
as	the	course	
director	is	
important		
	does	not	
go	into	
detail	on	
the	
mentorsh
ip		
	TA	has	
said	a	few	
times	
about	how	
mentorshi
p	is	crucial	
to	learning	
to	teach	
well	
Page5L
ine	#1	
like	for	lab	
reports	
especially	
Like	they	can	
meet	with	
me,	and	we	
can	like	go	
over	the	lab	
reports	or	
whatever	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
mentorship		 	TA	explains	
they	are	
available	to	
counsel	
students	on	
writing	
proper	lab	
reports		
	this	
sounds	
like	a	
temporar
y	
mentorsh
ip	as	
opposed	
to	
previous	
statemen
ts	about	
counselin
g	
students	
on	class	
choices	
and	
	this	TA	is	
intentional	
about	
mentoring	
students	in	
short	term	
situations	
and	long	
term	
situations	
	 106	
degree	
options		
Page3L
ine	
#10	
I	don't	do	any	
kind	of	like	
team	building	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Passive	
community	
encouraged		
		 		 	TA	does	
not	
structure	
collaborati
on	
	 107	
Page3L
ine	#6	
.	I	don't	
assign	seats	
in	class	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Passive	
community	
encouraged		
	TA	knows	
things	that	
could	
produce	
controlled	
collaboration		
	does	not	
see	
benefit	to	
them		
	The	TA	
says	they	
do	not	
structure	
any	
collaborati
on	which	is	
not	
inherently	
bad	but	
does	let	us	
know	they	
are	not	
authoritari
an	when	
talking	
about	
communit
y	and	
collaborati
on	
Page4L
ine	
#23	
because	
obviously,	if	
you're	doing	
C	work	in	the	
course	or	
you're	doing	
D	work	in	the	
course,	
you're	going	
to	answer	a	
lot	differently	
than	if	you	
were	doing	A	
work	in	the	
course.	I	
would	think.	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Perception		 	TA	is	
knowledgeab
le	about	the	
student	
position	in	
regards	to	
grades		
	TA	
doesn’t	
state	why	
this	
relationsh
ip	of	
grades	
and	
persisten
ce	is	
tangible		
	TA	states	
a	
relationshi
p	that	is	
pretty	
obvious	
which	is	an	
easy	thing	
to	grasp	
however	
they	don’t	
present	
any	reason	
why	or	an	
exception	
to	the	rule	
	 108	
Page3L
ine	
#31	
mentors	that	
are	really	
good	
teachers	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
perception	
(good	
teachers)		
	TA	
recognizes	
good	
mentors		
	is	not	
talking	
about	
themselv
es		
	it’s	clear	
the	TA	
knows	the	
difference	
between	
good	and	
bad	
teachers	
furthermor
e	they	
seek	
mentoring	
from	the	
good	ones	
Page3L
ine	#3	
I	would	give	it	
an	eight	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
perception	
(self	aware)		
	TA	gives	a	
reasonable	
number	their	
classroom	
community		
	TA	is	only	
describin
g	
communi
ty	and	
not	the	
overall	
performa
nce	in	the	
class		
	I	saw	this	
a	realistic	
number	
indicating	
the	TA	is	
confident	
in	the	level	
of	
communit
y	in	their	
classrooms	
but	with	
room	to	
grow	so	it	
implies	
they	know	
they	can	
get	better	
	 109	
Page2L
ine	
#27	
Some	are	
naturally	
good,	but	
some	aren't	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Perception	
(skill)		
	TA	is	giving	
their	
perception	of	
TA	skills		
	this	TA	
falls	in	to	
the	
category	
of	
thinking	a	
good	
amount	
of	
teaching	
skill	is	
innate		
	This	is	not	
really	a	
critical	
teaching	
thought	
because	
assuming	
teaching	is	
innate	is	
something	
a	novice	or	
inexperien
ced	
instructors	
would	
think	
Page2L
ine	
#26	
if	I'm	noticing	
that	they're	
all	answering	
the	same	
questions	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
perception	
(student	
need)		
	TA	is	noticing	
they	all	seem	
to	need	the	
same	thing		
	why	
would	
the	TA	
not	
reteach	
the	whole	
class	if	
everyone	
is	not	
getting	
somethin
g?			
	my	first	
thought	
was	that	
the	TA	
knows	
how	to	
read	a	
general	
trend	of	
the	
students	
Page2L
ine	
#16	
with	a	lot	of	
grad	students	
who	haven't	
taught	before	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
perception	
of	
experience		
	TA	is	
explaingin	
the	benefits	
of	leadership	
styles		
	they	are	
not	giving	
their	
perceptio
n	of	their	
own	
experienc
es		
	I	thought	
this	was	a	
profound	
thought	
because	
they	aer	
thinking	
about	the	
needs	and	
developme
nt	of	
others	
	 110	
Page4L
ine	
#33	
they	don't	
want	to	ask	
questions	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
perception	
of	student		
	TA	knows	
what	the	
students	are	
feeling		
	does	not	
go	in	
depth	
and	is	not	
saying	
students	
don’t	
want	to	
ask	
questions	
they	just	
are	
nervous	
to		
	TA	seems	
to	know	
what	the	
students	
need	or	
want	and	
how	they	
think	
	 111	
Page4L
ine	#5	
People	don't	
like	raising	
their	hand	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
perception	
of	student	
feelings	
	 	 	
Page3L
ine	
#22	
they're	kind	
of	scared	and	
don't	really	
know	what's	
going	on	yet	
or	what	to	
expect.	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Perception	
of	student	
perspective		
	TA	makes	
assessment	
of	what	they	
think	
students	are	
feeling	in	the	
class	and	why	
they	may	not	
be	socializing	
right	off	the	
bat		
		 	I	thought	
this	was	
kind	of	
deep	
because	
the	TA	
needs	to	
place	
themselve
s	in	to	
someone’s	
shoes	to	
make	this	
kind	of	
comment	
Page4L
ine	
#20	
I	wouldn't	
consider	this	
necessarily	a	
challenging	
course	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Perspective		
	TA	directly	
states	their	
perspective	
of	the	class	
they	teach		
		 	TA	states	
their	class	
isn’t	that	
tough	but	
also	seems	
to	imply	
they	can	
see	how	it	
can	be	to	
some	
people	
Page2L
ine	
#11	
,	it's	kinda	
nice	that	I	
have	like	that	
experience	
from	just	two	
years	ago	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
process		 	TA	is	taking	
their	
perspective	
into	the	
process	of	
teaching	and	
developing	
teaching	
process		
	is	not	
describin
g	a	
specific	
process	is	
focusing	
on	that	
perspecti
ve		
	again	this	
is	the	
unique	
perspectiv
e	this	TA	
brings	to	
the	
classroom	
	 112	
Page6L
ine	
#11	
It's	not	great	
time	to	have	
a	lab	
TA
4	 pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
process	
perception		
	TA	is	stating	
a	difference	
in	the	overall	
lab	based	on	
the	time	of	
the	lab		
	TA	is	not	
ranking	
or	making	
a	list	of	
good	
teaching	
times		
	this	is	an	
advanced	
perception	
of	teaching	
Page3L
ine	
#27	
I	think	it's	
been	a	
process	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
professional	
developme
nt	
	 	 	
Page3L
ine	
#21	
It's	been	a	
process	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Professional	
developme
nt		
	gaining	
professional	
development	
has	taken	
time		
		 	the	TA	has	
used	their	
long	
experience	
for	
leverage	in	
profession
al	
developme
nt.	This	
could	
mean	to	
the	TA	that	
with	the	
right	
amount	of	
time	
instructors	
can	learn	
how	to	get	
better	
	 113	
Page3L
ine	
#19	
Maybe	 TA
3	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Professional	
developme
nt		
	TA	expresses	
the	survey	
could	tell	
more	but	is	
saying	it	in	an	
unsure	way		
		 	I	think	the	
TA	has	an	
idea	of	
what	they	
want	to	
see	and	
may	be	
being	a	
little	
dismissive	
with	the	
new	model	
Page4L
ine	
#12	
That	sort	of	
thing.	Also,	
how	much	
have	you	
spent	out	of	
class	actually	
working	on	it.	
And	then	also	
what	grade	
do	you	
expect,	and	it	
all	connects	
together.	
TA
3	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Professional	
developme
nt		
	TA	is	
explaining	in	
this	thought	
and	the	
previous	ones	
the	things	
they	would	
like	to	see	in	
a	survey	
which	would	
end	up	
building	an	
separate	
subset	of	
questions	on	
the	survey		
	is	not	
thinking	
about	the	
new	
model		
	this	is	
critical	
thinking	
but	
critically	
thinking	
about	how	
to	design	a	
survey	
about	
what	they	
want	to	
see	not	
really	what	
is	being	
given	to	
them	
Page3L
ine	
#28	
you're	asking	
other	TAs	and	
then	yeah,	I	
didn't	really	
communicate	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
professional	
developme
nt	
(collaborati
on)		
	TA	states	
that	asking	
other	TAs	for	
input	has	
helped	
teaching	
development		
		 	not	a	well	
thought	
out	
response	
but	based	
in	the	
ongoing	
conversati
on	I	
figured	
collaborati
on	was	
important	
to	this	TA	
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Page6L
ine	
#34	
that	relies	on	
the	entire	
group	taking	
it	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Professional	
developme
nt	(end	of	
course	
evals)		
	TA	knows	
the	struggle	
of	end	of	
course	evals		
		 	this	could	
mean	this	
TA	knows	
incentives	
are	an	
important	
way	to	get	
evals	taken	
this	is	
important	
to	
profession
al	
developme
nt	
Page7L
ine	#1	
Maybe	for	
your	
information,	
if	you	overlay	
the-	if	I	give	
you	the	
groups	of	
people	and	
you	can	
overlay	their	
grades	with	
an	overlay	of	
the	
responses,	I	
think	that	
you	would	
probably	see	
some	pretty	
good	
information	
from	that	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Professional	
developme
nt	(end	of	
course	
evals)		
	TA	keeps	
giving	ideas	
of	what	could	
make	the	
survey	better	
and	in	turn	
telling	us	
what	is	
important	to	
them		
		 	TA	is	very	
invested	in	
their	
grades	
Page4L
ine	#7	
I	learn	more	
from	what	
the	students	
need	by	
talking	with	
them	
individually	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
professional	
developme
nt	(practice)		
	the	TA	learns	
more	what	
students	
need	the	
more	time	
they	interact	
with	them		
	not	
professio
nal	
developm
ent	
through	
classes	or	
mentors		
	The	TA	
seems	to	
like	
learning	by	
doing	
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Page3L
ine	
#33	
over	time	 TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
professional	
developme
nt	(process)		
	time	is	the	
process	by	
which	the	TA	
gains	
teaching	skills		
	does	not	
talk	
about	an	
actual	
process		
	time	is	key	
to	
developing	
profession
al	
developme
nt	
Page3L
ine	
#36	
I've	read	
some	stuff	
online	and	
watched	a	
video	
seminar	or	
two,	but	
probably	it's	
more	of	a	
learned	by	
example	
thing,	not	a	
learned	
through	a	
class	thing	
from	what	
I've	done.	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
professional	
developme
nt	(pursuit)		
	how	the	TA	
pursues	
professional	
development	
includes	a	
few	examples		
	does	not	
speak	to	
motivatio
n		
	the	TA	
outlines	a	
few	
examples	
of	the	
preferred	
methods	
for	
profession
al	
developme
nt	
Page3L
ine	
#30	
I	would	say	
probably	the	
latter	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
professional	
developme
nt	(pursuit)		
	says	there	is	
a	preferred	
method	of	
professional	
development		
	does	not	
show	
what	
motivatio
n	is	or	the	
degree	to	
which	
they	
pursue		
	this	
comment	
says	the	
TA	does	
have	a	
preferred	
method	of	
profession
al	
developme
nt	
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Page4L
ine	#5	
I	would	say	
yeah	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
professional	
developme
nt	
(reflection)		
	TA	reflecting	
on	end	of	
course	
evaluations		
	not	
profound	
realizatio
ns	of	new	
informati
on		
	the	TA	is	
describing	
their	
process	of	
reflecting	
in	
cooperatio
n	with	the	
end	of	
course	
evaluation	
Page3L
ine	
#19	
in	past	
evaluations,	
they	also	had	
the	students,	
had	a	
question	as	
far	as	I	expect	
what	grade	
they	predict	
that	they	will	
get	in	the	
class.	So	it's	
not	their	
actual	grade,	
so	it	doesn't	
tell	you	that,	
but	it	tells	
you	what	
grade	they	
expect,	so	
you	can	kind	
of	gauge	by	
that	what	
kind	of	
student	they	
are	
TA
3	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Professional	
developme
nt	(survey)		
	TA	uses	what	
worked	for	
them	in	a	
past	survey	
and	applies	it	
to	the	new	
one		
	I	don’t	
think	the	
TA	is	
critically	
thinking	
about	this	
new	
model		
	the	TA	is	
creating	
new	
thoughts	
and	
thinking	
about	how	
they	get	
better	as	a	
teacher	
but	I	don’t	
think	it’s	in	
terms	of	
the	new	
model	or	if	
they	are	
even	
thinking	
about	it	
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Page3L
ine	
#22	
feel	like	I	got	
a	lot	of	the	
mis-steps	and	
mis-cues	out	
of	the	way	
early	before	I	
got	to	grad	
school.	I	had	
them,	
absolutely	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
professional	
developme
nt	
(teaching)		
	how	they	got	
better		
	not	
talking	
about	the	
actual	
process	
of	
professio
nal	
developm
ent		
	TA	speaks	
to	a	trial	
and	error	
method	to	
getting	
better	as	a	
teacher	
has	to	do	
with	
experience	
Page4L
ine	
#21	
I	would	say	
that	I	learn	
from	the	
teaching	
evals	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
professional	
developme
nt	(tool)		
	TA	explicitly	
saying	what	
form	of	PD	
they	improve	
with	teaching		
	is	not	
making	
comment
s	on	
which	
tools	are	
not	used		
	the	TA	
claims	the	
evaluation
s	are	used	
and	places	
at	least	
some	
importanc
e	on	them	
Page3L
ine	#6	
This	
semester's	
better	than	
last	semester	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
progress		 	TA	implies	
they	have	
gotten	better	
over	the	
semesters		
		 	This	told	
me	the	TA	
knows	
they	can	
and	are	
getting	
better	
Page3L
ine	
#15	
I'm	able	to	
more	clearly	
communicate	
the	message	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
progress		 	TA	talks	
about	a	skill	
they	feel	they	
are	
developing		
		 	I	thought	
this	was	
important	
that	the	TA	
is	aware	of	
skills	that	
can	make	
them	
better	and	
that	they	
feel	they	
are	
developing	
them	
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Page4L
ine	
#18	
I've	learned	
how	to	
address	
different	
situations.	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
progress	
(adaptabilit
y)		
	TA	directly	
states	
without	
explanation	
their	growth	
as	a	teacher		
		 	
adaptabilit
y	is	a	
learned	
skill	and	a	
characteris
tic	of	
critical	
teaching	
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Page4L
ine	
#15	
and	learning	
how	to	react	
to	troubles	
with	
equipment	
which	pretty	
much	
happens	
every	lab,	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
progress	
(procedure)		
	TA	is	learning	
how	to	cope	
with	various	
things	that	
happen	each	
lab		
	does	not	
elaborate	
on	how	
to	do	
these	
things		
	I	felt	the	
TA	shows	
that	they	
are	
addressing	
things	that	
used	to	be	
real	issues	
for	them	
and	is	
overcomin
g	them	
Page3L
ine	
#27	
I	just	learned	
how	to	do	
that	more	
efficiently	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
progress	
(procedure)		
	TA	states	
because	of	
teaching	
development	
they	have	
become	more	
efficient		
	does	not	
state	
what	
specificall
y	helps	
efficiency		
	I	thought	
this	was	a	
result	of	
reflection	
and	critical	
teaching	
skills	
Page3L
ine	
#23	
Last	semester	
was	a	big	
learning	
curve	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
progress	
(teaching)		
	TA	is	
outlining	that	
they	learned	
a	lot	last	
semester		
	is	not	
claiming	
anyting	
was	bad		
	TA	states	
there	was	
a	learning	
curve	for	
that	to	
happen	
that	
implies	the	
TA	has	also	
learned	a	
lot	
Page4L
ine	
#16	
with	students	
that	aren't	
grasping	a	
concept,	
students	that	
are	just	
frustrated,	
students	that	
aren't	
studying	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
progress	
(teaching)		
	TA	is	talking	
about	how	
they	have	
made	
progress	in	
aspects	of	
teaching		
	they	are	
not	
identifyin
g	
particular	
steps	or	
process		
	this	was	a	
continuati
on	of	the	
explanatio
n	about	
how	the	
TA	has	
gotten	
better	
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Page4L
ine	
#27	
I	kind	of	take	
it,	you	know,	
week	by	
week	and	
kind	of	see	
you	know	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
progress	
(teaching)		
	TA	is	
reflecting	on	
their	progress	
each	week	
after	they	
teach		
	is	not	
outlining	
a	long	
process		
	this	
sounds	to	
me	the	TA	
reflects	
after	each	
lab	and	
makes	an	
assessmen
t	if	they	
need	to	
make	any	
changes	or	
not	
Page2L
ine	
#28	
Why	don't	
you	ask	some	
of	your	group	
members	
first?	Then	if	
there's	still	
any	
cloudiness	
about	the	
subject,	we	
can	go	
through	it."	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
promotion	
of	
collaboratio
n		
	TA	uses	need	
to	flow	
information	
to	promote	
collaboration		
		 	TA	has	a	
basic	
process	to	
promote	
collaborati
on	
Page5L
ine	#3	
,	I	just	kind	of	
try	to	get	the	
feedback	
from	them,	
and	like	see	if	
they	are	
learning	stuff,	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
provide	
feedback		
	TA	is	
pursuing	
feedback	
from	the	
students	to	
find	ways	to	
help	them	
learn		
	this	isn’t	
talking	
about	
university	
level	
feedback	
systems	
like	end	
of	course	
evaluatio
ns		
	seeking	
feedback	
on	their	
own	is	a	
characteris
tic	of	an	
excellent	
teacher	
because	it	
means	
they	
reflect	on	
their	
performan
ce	
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Page5L
ine	
#21	
I'm	not	
ignoring	too	
many	of	the	
other	kids	in	
lab	because	
they're	able	
to	go	about	
their	own	
pace	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport		 	how	the	TA	
meets	
individual	
needs		
		 	TA	says	
how	they	
meet	
individual	
needs	this	
indirectly	
builds	
raapport	
Page2L
ine	
#19	
but	I	
absolutely	
make	it	a	
point	to	
engage	with	
the	students,	
chat	with	
them	about	
this,	that,	and	
the	other	
thing.	You	
know,	try	to	
make	jokes	in	
class,	just	
because	I'm	
going	to	be	
teaching	
them	three	
hours	a	day,	
once	a	week,	
for	eight	
weeks	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Rapport		 	making	
students	
comfortable		
	the	TA	
knows	it	
is	
importan
t	to	
establish	
rapport		
	this	is	not	
active	
promotion	
of	
engageme
nt		
Page5L
ine	
#33	
because	
you've	got	to	
keep	it	
lighthearted,	
or	I'll	run	
around	
singing	some	
stupid	song	
as	I'm	
preparing	for	
class,	and	
they	get	a	
crack	out	of	
that.	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport		 	TA	stresses	
the	need	for	
rapport		
		 	TA	
reiterates	
their	
perspectiv
e	on	
rapport	
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Page2L
ine	
#18	
and	they	can	
ask	me	any	
question	and	
I'll	try	to	
answer	it	as	
best	as	I	can.	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport		 	TA	spoke	to	
how	they	
establish	
content	
rapport		
	this	is	
not	total	
rapport		
	my	initial	
thought	is	
that	the	TA	
is	well	
aware	of	
rapport	
and	it’s	
importanc
e	but	in	
this	case	
they	are	
strictly	
speaking	
about	
rapport	
due	to	
instructors	
knowing	
the	
content	or	
procedure
s	of	the	
class	
Page4L
ine	#1	
I	think	
honestly	it's	
just	the	more	
interactions	I	
have	with	
students	
TA
2	 pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport		 	Through	
more	
interactions	
the	TA	grows	
more	and	
gains	more	
student	
rapport		
	is	not	
talking	
about	
how	they	
promote	
rapport		
	TA	does	
not	come	
out	and	
say	
anything	
directly	
but	rather	
implies	
that	more	
interaction	
makes	the	
process	of	
teaching	
developme
nt	possible	
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Page4L
ine	
#14	
you	get	that	
enlightenmen
t	and	the	
students	kind	
of	open	up	
and	you	have	
something	in	
common	with	
their	
interests	
TA
3	 pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport		 	TA	is	talking	
about	
students	
opening	up	to	
them	and	
that	
establishes	
something	in	
common		
	does	not	
seem	like	
the	TA	is	
doing	
anything	
active	to	
promote	
this		
	I	was	
thinking	
that	this	
enlighten
ment	as	
the	TA	
puts	it	is	a	
very	
profound	
and	the	TA	
had	to	
have	been	
teaching	
for	a	time	
to	be	able	
to	see	that	
and	
obviously	
students	
opening	up	
to	them	is	
a	result	of	
something	
Page4L
ine	
#12	
so	kind	of	
were	able	to	
connect	more	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport		
	TA	speaks	
about	the	
students	
being	able	to	
connect	more		
		 	TA	is	
talking	
about	over	
time	
studetns	
are	able	to	
connect	
more	with	
the	TA	
because	
the	TA	is	
being	
more	open	
about	their	
experience
s	in	the	
academic	
major	
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Page4L
ine	
#34	
So	I	try	to	
make	an	
effort	to	you	
know,	tell	
them	that	
they	can	
meet	with	
me,	to	talk	
about	any	of	
the	topics	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport		 	TA	is	trying	
to	get	
students	to	
ask	questions	
by	building	
rapport		
		 	TA	knows	
rapport	
will	help	
build	
enough	
confidence	
with	the	
students	
that	
students	
will	be	
more	up	
for	the	TA	
teaching	
them	
things	
Page6L
ine	
#21	
I	feel	like	
they	like,	are	
comfortable	
like	talking	to	
me	about	like	
things	they	
need	help	
with	or	
whatever,	
just	'cause	I	
am,	so	close	
in	age.	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport		 	TA	states	
how	great	
their	rapport	
is	with	
students	
based	on	
similar	life	
stages		
	TA	seems	
to	imply	
this	is	
innate	
which	is	
disappoin
ting	
because	
of	the	
previous	
statemen
ts	on	
building	
rapport		
	TA	
recognizes	
the	
rapport	
but	does	
not	
recognize	
they	could	
foster	or	
build	
better	
rapport	
Page4L
ine	#8	
able	to	
connect	with	
them	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport		 	TA	states	the	
phrase	able	
to	connect	
with	the	
students		
	not	a	
statemen
t	on	
promotin
g	
communi
ty	just	a	
statemen
t	about	
student	
teacher	
rapport		
	TA	is	using	
their	
position	as	
a	younger	
instructor	
to	relate	to	
students	
and	to	
build	
rapport	
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Page2L
ine	
#17	
I'm	accessible	
and	
approachable	
TA
2	
pre	
Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport	
(accessible)		
		 		 	the	TA	has	
reiterated	
that	being	
accessible	
is	
important	
to	them	
Page4L
ine	#7	
also	on	a	
class	basis	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport	
(class)		
	TA	
communicate
s	with	the	
class	as	a	
whole		
		
	Same	note	
as	before	
but	
building	
rapport	as	
a	class	
Page2L
ine	
#16	
.	I	tried	to	be	
approachable	
to	the	
students	this	
semester	and	
last	semester,	
and	yeah	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport	
(important)		
	being	
accessible	
and	
approachable	
was	
important	to	
the	TA	when	
they	were	
and	
undergrad	
and	they	
reciprocate	
now		
	is	not	
talking	
about	
how	they	
actually	
establish	
rapport		
	TA	is	
speaking	
longitudin
ally	over	
the	span	of	
a	few	
semesters	
which	I	
took	to	
mean	the	
TA	is	trying	
to	get	
better	at	
this	each	
semester		
Page4L
ine	#6	
I	try	to	
communicate	
with	students	
on	an	
individual	
basis	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rapport	
(individual)		
	TA	is	
describing	
how	they	
build	rapport	
with	
individual	
students		
		 	The	TA	is	
communic
ating	with	
individual	
students	in	
order	to	
build	
rapport	
Page4L
ine	#3	
I	was	thinking	
about	it	this	
morning	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Reflection		 	TA	must	
reflect	on	
their	
experiences	
from	time	to	
time	
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Page4L
ine	
#27	
,	if	last	week	
they	were	
confused	
with	the	
material,	
they	weren't	
answering	my	
questions,	
filling	out	my	
handout	very	
well,	then	I'll	
make	sure	to	
spend	a	lot	of	
time,	like	in	
prep	sessions	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Reflection		 	TA	is	
describing	a	
feedback	
system	they	
use	to	
continue	
making	
progress	in	
their	teaching		
		 	the	TA	
keeps	
reiterating	
their	
reflection	
process	
this	must	
mean	the	
TA	makes	
it	part	of	
their	
normal	
process	
Page3L
ine	
#12	
.	I	think	that	
each	one	of	
the	questions	
provides	a	
little	bit	more	
description	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Reflection		 	TA	is	
speaking	
about	the	
questions	on	
the	new	
survey	and	
stating	they	
give	more	
description		
	gave	a	
broad	
answer	
does	give	
some	
more	
specifics	
but	does	
not	go	in	
to	that	
much	
detail		
	TA	is	
clearly	
aware	of	
the	
benefits	to	
the	new	
style	
survey	
Page3L
ine	
#15	
I	think	some	
of	the	
questions	are	
a	little	silly	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Reflection		 	TA	pokes	fun	
at	some	of	
the	questions	
in	the	survey	
but	to	do	this	
the	TA	must	
have	given	
them	thought	
and	reflected	
on	their	
meaning		
	TA	is	not	
completel
y	
dismissin
g	the	
whole	
survey		
	this	is	a	
critical	skill	
to	be	able	
to	
evaluate	
the	survey	
and	make	
assessmen
ts	on	
which	
items	are	
crucial	and	
which	are	
trivial	
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Page3L
ine	
#29	
you	can	
interpret	that	
in	a	lot	of	
ways	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Reflection		 	TA	states	the	
traditional	
end	of	course	
evaluation	is	
very	fluid	is	
not	easily	or	
readily	
available	for	
practical	use		
	TA	is	not	
saying	it	
has	
absolutel
y	not	
value	but	
does	
suggest	it	
can	be	
better		
	this	was	
pretty	
significant	
that	the	TA	
knows	
things	
could	be	
less	vague	
Page3L
ine	
#29	
This	kind	of	
gets	down	to	
a	little	bit	
more	
specifics	
about	each	
one	of	those	
facets.	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Reflection		 	TA	sees	how	
the	new	
survey	is	
more	
detailed	and	
possibly	can	
infer	from	
implied	
nuances	that	
the	new	
survey	is	
better	for	
practical	use		
	does	not	
state	
what	
facets	
they	are	
talking	
about		
	TA	is	
critically	
thinking	
about	
using	the	
survey	and	
the	new	
survey	
provides	
better	or	
more	
usable	
informatio
n	
Page4L
ine	
#20	
it	would	be	
nice	to	see	...	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Reflection		
	TA	is	seeking	
out	more	
knowledge	
that	could	
help	them	
learn	about	
their	teaching	
and	put	
things	in	to	
practical	use		
	implies	
this		
	TA	is	
constantly	
talking	
about	the	
possibilitie
s	of	what	
could	be	
seen	with	
the	new	
survey	if	
they	had	
more	
metric	
data	
available	
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Page5L
ine	#8	
I	think	the	
more	
information,	
the	better	on	
that	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Reflection		 	TA	would	
rather	have	
more	
information	
than	less	
when	it	
comes	to	end	
of	course	
evaluations		
		 	using	this	
comment	
in	parallel	
with	prior	
comments	
the	TA	
would	
most	likely	
be	in	favor	
of	more	
informatio
n	that	is	
descriptive	
Page4L
ine	
#17	
No,	I	think	
it'd	probably	
just	be	one	
step	closer	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Reflection	
(perception
)		
	TA	implies	
the	
evaluation	
and	
professional	
development	
process	is	in	
fact	a	process	
and	things	
can	always	
work	to	being	
better		
	TA	is	not	
saying	
there	is	
no	value	
in	the	
survey	
develope
d		
	this	is	a	
good	
perspectiv
e	of	this	
TAs	
thoughts	
on	
reflections	
and	
evaluation
s	
Page4L
ine	
#26	
Let's	see,	
what	else	can	
you	rate	...	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Reflection	
(pursuit)		
	TA	has	
grasped	the	
concept	of	
the	new	end	
of	course	
evaluation	
and	different	
metrics	that	
can	be	rated	
with	it		
	does	not	
state	new	
ones		
	the	critical	
pursuit	of	
reflection	
and	
informatio
n	about	
their	
teaching	is	
a	critical	
teaching	
skill	and	
quality	
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Page5L
ine	#5	
like	I'll	take	
that	into	
account	
TA
4	
pre	
Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
reflection	
on	
performanc
e		
	TA	is	once	
again	
reflecting	on	
their	teaching		
	TA	did	
not	
explain	
what	
“take	that	
into	
account	
really	
means”		
	This	TA	
has	shown	
they	are	
determine
d	to	reflect	
on	their	
performan
ce	in	order	
to	get	
better	or	
serve	
student	
more	
Page3L
ine	
#31	
It's	very	
rewarding	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
rewarding		 	TA	teaches	
for	the	joy	of	
helping		
		 	saying	
that	the	
experience	
is	
rewarding	
would	
mean	the	
TA	reflects	
at	least	
from	time	
to	time	
which	is	a	
quality	of	
excellent	
teachers	
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Page2L
ine	
#18	
I'm	really	
awful	with	
names	
TA
1	
pre	
Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Self	aware		 	was	aware	of	
deficit		
	not	a	
great	
quality	
for	
rapport		
	this	was	
the	TA’s	
first	
thought	so	
they	have	
obviously	
given	it	
thought	
and	know	
where	
they	lack	
in	their	
teaching	
Page2L
ine	
#25	
don't	come	
with	a	degree	
of	education	
background	
at	all	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
TA	
experience		
	TA	is	
speaking	
generally	
about	biology	
TA	in	general		
		 	I	thought	
this	was	an	
interesting	
thought	
because	
not	many	
if	any	
biology	
TAs	come	
into	their	
teaching	
requireme
nts	with	
any	
experience	
or	training	
Page2L
ine	
#20	
useful	
especially	for	
grad	students	
who	have	not	
taught	before	
TA
3	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
TA	progress		 	TA	makes	
profound	
statement	on	
what	is	useful	
not	just	for	
them	but	for	
TAs	in	
general		
	They	are	
not	
talking	
about	
their	own	
progress		
	I	thought	
this	was	
profound	
and	a	
cricitcal	
teaching	
thought	
because	
they	are	
talking	
about	how	
to	help	
other	TAs	
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Page2L
ine	
#12	
I	know	well	
to	kind	of	
make	sure	
they	don't	
take	those	
short	cuts	
that	we	all	
took	when	I	
was	a	student	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
teaching		 	TA	is	giving	
students	
hints	to	help	
their	
efficiency	or	
to	help	them	
learning	the	
material	
better		
	not	really	
a	
necessaril
y	
	
Page3L
ine	
#25	
I've	always	
enjoyed	
teaching	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
teaching	
(passion)		 	explicit	
interest	in	
teaching		
	does	not	
outline	a	
specific	
process	
enjoyed		
	TA	
broadly	
speaks	to	
their	
passion	to	
teach	but	
does	not	
go	in	
depth	
Page4L
ine	
#20	
Oh,	I've	got	
to	do	
something	
about	this	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
teaching	
developme
nt		
	identifying	
an	area	
where	the	TA	
plans	to	
improve		
	not	an	
example	
of	what	is	
being	
done		
	TA	says	a	
statement	
consistent	
with	being	
serious	
about	
improving	
Page4L
ine	
#13	
Every	
interaction	I	
have	with	a	
student,	I'm	
able	to	learn	
from	it	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
teaching	
developme
nt	(practice)		
	TA	is	
reiterating	
what	was	
said	before	
about	
learning	
through	
practice	and	
multiple	
interactions	
helps	learn	
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Page6L
ine	#9	
...	You	know	
your	
superstars,	
and	you	
know	the	kids	
that	are	
dragging	on	
really	easily.	
And	then	the	
folks	in	the	
middle	would	
get	a	low	
grade,	
especially	the	
ones	that	
aren't	very	
boisterous	in	
class,	that	are	
just	kind	of	
there.	
TA
4	
post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Teaching	
perception		
	TA	kind	of	
waxes	about	
the	various	
types	of	
student	they	
perceive		
		
	I	wonder	
if	these	
would	be	
considered	
categories	
for	them	
or	more	of	
a	spectrum	
Page2L
ine	#5	
my	first	TA	
experience,	
so	it's	going	
really	well	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Teaching	
perception	
(positive)		
	TA	claims	the	
teaching	
experience	is	
going	well		
		 	TA	says	
the	
experience	
is	going	
really	well	
which	says	
they	have	
at	least	
some	
positive	
feelings	so	
far	
towards	
teaching	
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Page5L
ine	
#30	
since	it's	
taking	up	
time	in	their	
lab,	they	just	
kinda	like,	
circle,	circle,	
circle,	turn	it	
in.	
TA
4	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Teaching	
perception	
(process)		
	TA	is	
describing	
the	flaws	in	
the	current	
evaluation	
system	from	
the	
perspective	
of	the	
student		
		 	it	is	
interesting	
that	the	TA	
can	see	
and	
understan
d	one	
reason	
why	the	
students	
don’t	give	
detailed	
evaluation
s	
Page4L
ine	
#10	
I	take	the	
comments	
into	
consideration	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
teaching	
reflection		
		 		 	TA	takes	
in	to	
account	
what	
students	
are	saying	
and	
reflects	on	
that	to	
correct	
things	said	
Page4L
ine	
#10	
I	felt	like	I	
kind	of	failed	
them	a	little	
bit.	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
teaching	
reflection		 	taking	to	
heart	when	
an	evaluation	
does	not	give	
expected	
reports		
	isn’t	
reflecting	
on	what	
they	
actually	
did	but	
rather	a	
reflection	
as	a	
result	of	
lower	
report		
	the	TA	
does	care	
and	does	
take	to	
heart	what	
students	
have	to	
say	based	
on	
Page4L
ine	
#23	
the	education	
is	changing	
TA
3	 post	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Teaching	
thought		
	TA	seems	to	
be	aware	of	
the	state	of	
education		
	this	is	
the	only	
comment	
we	get	on	
this		
	this	is	
important	
but	seems	
incoherent	
like	it’s	
coming	
out	of	left	
field	
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Page2L
ine	
#15	
was	a	lot	of	
the	
techniques	
that	didn't	
work	for	me	
that	they	
used,	that	I	
tried	to	
remember	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
technique	
developme
nt		
	TA	watched	
others	and	
used	
personal	
experience	to	
establish	a	
teaching	
philosophy		
	is	not	
doing	this	
formally,	
this	was	
the	how	
they	
started	
doing	the	
effective	
technique
s	they	
previousl
y	
mentione
d	
	
Page3L
ine	
#24	
,	it	wasn't	
difficult	
TA
2	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
trying	
process		
	TA	states	
learning	to	
teach	better	
is	difficult		
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Page2L
ine	
#18	
I	try	my	best	
to	do	names,	
but	because	
I'm	just	really	
bad	with	
names,	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Trying	to	
get	better		
	Trying	to	
work	on	a	
skill	or	quality	
previously	
mentioned	to	
be	lacking	in		
	
negative=
kept	
identifyin
g	as	still	
being	bad	
instead	of	
a	
language	
indicating	
the	TA	is	
improvin
g		
	this	would	
be	a	good	
quality	of	
teaching	
because	
they	are	
reflecting	
on	their	
abilities	
and	
working	on	
improving	
Page4L
ine	
#14	
One	of	the	
things	last	
year,	one	of	
the	
comments	I	
got	last	
semester,	
some	kid	was	
like,	"I	don't	
think	you	
ever	learned	
any	of	our	
names."	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
was	called	
out		
	student	
identified	a	
deficiency		
	was	not	
a	
malicious	
or	area	
that	
clearly	
offended	
or	
crossed	a	
line	with	
a	student		
	a	student	
called	out	
an	area	
where	the	
TA	can	
work	it	did	
not	appear	
the	
comment	
was	
coupled	
with	any	
offense	or	
the	
student	
feeling	he	
was	
inappropri
ate	seems	
like	an	
example	of	
taking	a	
student	
comment	
into	
considerati
on	and	
making	
steps	to	
improve	
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Page2L
ine	
#27	
so	this	is	
where	you	
need	to	get	
them	
interested	
the	most	
because	if	
they're	not	
interested	
now,	they're	
not	going	to	
care	later.	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Welcoming	
community		
		 		 	TA	
reiterates	
the	need	
for	
students	
to	feel	
welcome	
in	order	to	
stay	
biology	
majors	
Page2L
ine	
#22	
it's	the	
beginning	of	
their	science	
career,	so	I	
try	and	be	
more	of	a	
warm	and	
fuzzy	kind	of	
opening	than	
a	harsh,	stark	
reality.	
TA
1	
pre	 Andre
w	
Kardo
hely	
Welcoming	
community		 	an	
environment	
where	
students	feel	
comfortable	
to	learn		
	not	
active	
promotio
n	of	
communi
ty	
through	
collabora
tion		
	the	TA	
makes	it	a	
point	to	
establish	
some	sort	
of	
welcoming	
communit
y	it	seems	
they	know	
this	is	
important	
to	
students	
wanting	to	
be	there	
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